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“Between the 1920s-1960s, from Beirut to Cairo great divas appeared on the radio and became 
icons of the Arab female song. Oum Kalthoum in particular was part of my childhood soundscape. 
Hers was an ever-present, low-intensity music I heard everywhere – day and night, on every street 
corner, in every car, and especially in that of my father. 

She is one of my most vivid music memories growing up in Morocco. I could not understand her 
language or lyrics, but by hearing her voice so many times, she became close and familiar. Her 
songs – characteristic of the Tarab style she excels in – embody emotions full of music and poetry, 
evoking a broad spectrum of feelings, from the most private to the most violent. Later on, I took 
interest in her songs’ meanings and through her, discovered the Rubaiyat – Omar Khayyam’s XIX-
century quatrain poem.

The inspiration for my work Oüm originates in these feelings, 
mind and soul states, not only in dance but in music and 
voice. I am particularly interested in, and want to transmit, the 
connections between these vibrations and the performers. 
Conceived as a poetic encounter, this production gives 
the performers the space to become one. United through 
common energy, together they drive the quest for living in 
the present moment.”

Fouad Boussouf 

FROM THE DIVA TO THE POET

In the early 1900s, fascinated by Omar Khayyam’s quatrains the Rubaiyat, the poet Ahmed Rami 
went from Cairo to the Sorbonne, to learn Persian and be able to translate his idol’s work. In Paris, 
he received a phone call from a friend telling him: “A female singer, disguised as a man, is singing 
your poems. You must hear her!”. Rami promptly returned to Cairo to discover no other than Oum 
Kalthoum who would become his second idol in life.

In 1950, Ahmed Rami’s translation of the Rubaiyat was finally ready. Sung by Oum Kalthoum, the 
quatrains became an enormous success, making XIX-century poetry accessible to entire generations. 
In the early 2000s, for the first time Fouad Boussouf takes keen interest in the lyrics of the diva 
who cradled his childhood. It is then when he discovers the Rubaiyat – Omar Khayyam’s long poem 
which praises the fate of men and is a hymn to the present. 

The Rubaiyat is a wake-up call, urging us to awake our minds and bodies, and open them to the 
present. It invites us to fully savour the present moment, conscious of the inevitability of death, yet 
rejoicing in burning, all-consuming life. 
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“I heard a voice calling at dawn, calling from the unseen,
for the unmindful of people to get up and fill in the cups of hope 

before fate fills their life cups.” 

This stanza opens Oum Kalthoum’s interpretation of the Rubaiyat. It is a call to life, to the ardour of 
the present and, in a certain way, a call to transcendence. 

Oüm starts from this stanza and repeatedly comes back to it, through the singers’ and dancers’ 
voices, through their bodies and sounds, and through the voice of diva Oum Kalthoum, full of the 
rhythm and musicality inherent in Arabic. 

OÜM

Oüm is a tribute to Oum Kalthoum – an astoundingly modern diva who could improvise for hours 
and dressed as a man whenever she felt like it – and to Omar Khayyam – a XIX-century Persian poet 
who celebrated rapture, trance and love. 

The voice and power of the diva, and the scientific research of the poet-mathematician – he wrote 
on the concepts of weight, balance and time – are a precious foundation and inspiration for this 
dance performance.

Oüm is quintessentially bodies vibrating to the waves of live music, transgressing stylistic barriers 
and leading the way to improvisation and rapture whilst also exploring the singularity of each 
dancer. A poetic and musical performance, Oüm gives life to an eternal elation where song, poetry, 
dance and music unite to celebrate the present moment. 

‘‘Today, thanks to her, the illiterate peasants recite 
refined verses, the nationalists glorify the language, 
the mystics enter into a trance and the cloistered 
women dream of gallant love’’.
Naguib Mahfouz in Oum Kalthoum
a documentary by Simone Bitton
 
‘‘When she sings, we are all together, we listen to 
the same thing and we ignore the reality. We are in 
the rapture of the night, we feel good, far from the 
eyes of power and domestic troubles ... It is the tarab, 
this aesthetic drunkenness that has something very 
maternal, like a kind of common belly we cannot leave’’. 
Selim Nassib, Oum, Ed. Balland

Teaser : www.massala.fr/oum-teaser/



FOUAD BOUSSOUF

A choreographer, dancer and teacher, Fouad Boussouf trained as a hip-hop dancer 
- his favourite style - but takes inspiration from different dance forms, including 
contemporary dance. His multidisciplinary career and experience as a performer make 
for a resolutely modern approach to choreography and dancing, where hip-hop meets 
and merges with contemporary expression, traditional North-African dances and new 
circus. Difficult to classify, his work fuses these influences and addresses pressing 
contemporary topics through the performances of his dancers. 

RAYMOND SARTI

Raymond Sarti was born in Paris in 1961. He is known for having worked in fields 
as diverse as dance, architecture, cinema and visual arts. He has collaborated with 
filmmakers such as George Mordillat and Jane Birkin, and choreographers including 
Hela Fattoumi, Eric Lamoureux and Mathilde Monnier. He has also designed exhibitions 
for the Grande Halle de La Villette and Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris and the 
Grimaldi Forum in Monaco (an international exhibition on circus “Days of Circus”).

MOHANAD ALJARAMANI

Mohanad Aljaramani is a Syrian singer and musician (oud and drums), a graduate of 
Damas High Institute of Music. He knows and perfectly plays all the classic Arab songs. 
Together with his brother Khaled Aljaramani and the clarinet player Raphaël Vuillard 
he established the band Bab Assalam (2008) and the band Exil (2014) – with Khaled 
Aljaramani and the contrabass player Olivier Moret. He collaborates with numerous 
artists including the singer Abed Azrié, the actors Charles Berling and Dominique 
Blanc and Norah Krief in her last show, a tribute to Oum Kalthoum. 

LUCIEN ZERRAD

Born in Paris, Lucien grew up in suburbs of the French capital, with his guitar. Since 
the 80s, as early as the age of 22, he started making a living from his music. In the 90s 
he extended his experience, collaborating most notably with the Portuguese-Parisian 
singer Bevinda. He counts six albums and many international tours for over 11 years as 
a composer, director and of course his first passion - a guitar player. 

MONA EL YAFI

Mona El Yafi is a dramaturge and an actress. Up to date, she has written Inextinguible, 
Desirium Tremens et Aveux - text nominated for the Jean Guerrin Prize – and all three 
have been adapted for the stage. She is an associated artist at Manekine, Hauts de 
France and an author in residence at the  Faïencierie, Creil. As a dramaturge, she has 
collaborated with many stage directors. As an actress she has performed under the 
direction of Laurent Bazin and Ayouba Ali – at Théâtre du Rond-Point and CentQuatre, 
among others – and has on numerous occasions worked with the texts of Omar 
Khayyam and Rumi.
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Production
Massala Company

Coproduction
La Briqueterie – CDCN du Val-de-Marne
Le POC d’Alfortville
Institut Français de Meknès, Morocco
CCN de Créteil
POLE-SUD, CDCN de Strasbourg
Les Hivernales – CDCN d’Avignon
Fontenay-en-Scènes, Fontenay-sous-Bois
Hessisches Staatsballett – Tanzplattform Rhein Main, Germany
Théâtre Paul Eluard (TPE) à Bezons

MASSALA COMPANY

Established by dancer and choreographer Fouad Boussouf in 2010, Massala Company blends styles 
and artistic practices as diverse as hip-hop, contemporary dance and new circus, as well as traditional 
dance forms and music from Boussouf’s native Morocco and the Arab World. 

Mixing different rhythms and influences, Massala’s creations are oriented towards transmitting and 
sharing emotions, thanks to the technical mastery and the inexhaustible expressiveness of the dance. 
At the heart of the artistic development of the company lays the sensual and physical relationship to our 
roots and our mixed cultures. 

Financial Support
ADAMI
La Commanderie-Mission Danse de SQY
Conseil départemental du Val-de-Marne
DRAC 
Région Ile-de-France
La SPEDIDAM

Residencies / Support
La Briqueterie - CDCN du Val-de-Marne
CCN de Créteil et du Val-de-Marne 
CND
Institut Français de Meknès
Hessisches Staatsballett, Allemagne
Les laboratoires d’Aubervilliers
Mophradat
Le POC d’Alfortville
POLE-SUD, CDCN de Strasbourg
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A CONDITION (2011) PERFORMANCE FOR 4 DANCERS

TRANSE (2013) PERFORMANCE FOR 7 DANCERS

ESPERLUETTE (2014)

PERFORMANCE FOR 1 DANCER 

AND 1 MUSICIAN

LE MOULIN DU DIABLE (2015) PERFORMANCE 

FOR 5 DANCERS

LES ELEMENTS (2013) DUO

AFFLUX (2012) PERFORMANCE FOR 5 DANCERS 

AND 2 MUSICIANS

CONCEPT LAVOIR (2013) PERFORMANCE FOR 5 DANCERS 

AND 1 LYRIC SINGER

OUM (2020)

PERFORMANCE FOR 6 DANCERS 

AND 2 MUSICIANS

NÄSS (2018) 

PERFORMANCE FOR 7 DANCERS

Meknès



Tanzfestival Rhein-Main, Darmstadt, Germany • International 
Dance Theater Festival, Lublin, Poland • Théâtre Jacques 
Carat, Cachan • Festival Kalypso, L’Embarcadère, Aubervilliers 
• Les Nuits d’Orient, Grand Théâtre - Opéra de Dijon • Théâtre 
d’Arles • Théâtre de Brétigny • Riley Theatre, NSCD, Leeds, UK 
• Teatro dell’Aquila, Fermo, Italiy • Teatro Rossini, Pesaro, Italiy 
• Le Safran, Amiens • Pôle Sud - CDCN de Strasbourg • Biennale 
de Danse du Val-de-Marne, Maisons-Alfort • Le French May 
Festival, Hong Kong • ARC for Dance Festival, Athens, Greece • 
June Events, Festival de l’Atelier de Paris • Festival Perspectives, 
Sarrbrucken, Germany • Les Hivernales, CDCN d’Avignon • San 
Vincenti Festival, Croatia • Beijing Dance Festival, Beijing, China 
• Shanghai International Dance Center, China20
18

 - 
20

19

Norrlandsoperan, Umeå, Sweden • Dansens Hus, Oslo, Norway • 
Tour in Sweden • Chai du Terral, Saint-Jean-de-Védas •  L’Alpillium, 
Saint-Rémy-de-Provence • La Filature, scène nationale, Mulhouse 
• Espace Culturel Boris Vian, Les Ulis • Théâtre de St-Quentin-
en-Yvelines, scène nationale • Les Rencontres trans musicales de 
Rennes • December Dance, Bruges, Belgium • Espace Michel-
Simon, Noisy-le-Grand • KVS, Brussels City Theater, Festival Lezarts 
Urbains, Brussels, Belgium • Le Moulin du Roc, scène nationale de 
Niort • Festival Le Grand Bain, La Nouvelle Scène - Est de la Somme 
& Le Gymnase CDCN de Roubaix • Osterfestival, Hall in Tirol, 
Austria • Théatre de l’Olivier, Istres • CCAM de Vandœuvre-lès-
Nancy, scène nationale • Cadiz en Danza, Cadiz, Spain • Festival 
des 7 collines, Saint Etienne20

19
 - 

20
20

POC, Alfortville • Théâtre des Bergeries, Noisy-le-Sec • Festival 
Hip Open Dance, Maison Folie Wazemmes, Lille • Salle 
Jacques Brel, Fontenay-sous-Bois • Aerowaves Spring Forward 
Festival, Sofia, Bulgaria • Festival Moving-Futures, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands • Centre Communal Culturel d’Orly • Théâtre Jean 
Vilar, Vitry-sur-Seine • Le Prisme, Élancourt • Le Manège, scène 
nationale de Reims • Théâtre André Malraux Chevilly-Larue20

17
 - 

20
18

NÄSS (PEOPLE) - 2018
First there is rhythm, the sounds of immemorial time, unceasing and obsessive. From this rhythm is born the 
communion of seven dancers, a fusion of energies and bodies, the power of the community with its inherent 
violence and weaknesses. 

On the border between the sacred and the profane, between frenetic modernity and ancestral rituals, Näss 
challenges contradictory physical states and affirms the fusion between the popular and urban aspects of hip-
hop. It questions its proper roots tracing their evolution until today. Sources of inspiration are the regional 
dances of Morocco, taskiwine and regadda, as well as the mysticism of the Gnawa tradition. 

Näss reveals a universal dimension, the eternal quest of men and women for someplace else, spiritual or 
physical, using as language the rhythm, that which unites and moves the bodies. Fouad Boussouf stands behind 
a kind of hip-hop that is strongly anchored in its tribal African roots.

Coproduction : Théâtre Jean Vilar de Vitry-sur-Seine - Le Prisme 
d’Elancourt - Institut du Monde Arabe de Tourcoing - Fontenay-
en-Scènes (Fontenay-sous-Bois) - Théâtre des Bergeries (Noisy-
le-Sec) - FLOW / Centre Eurorégional des Cultures Urbaines (Lille) 
- La Briqueterie / CDCN du Val-de-Marne - ARCADI Ile-de-France 
- ADAMI - Institut Français de Marrakech

Financial support :  Région Ile-de-France - Conseil départemental 
du Val-de-Marne  - DRAC

Residencies / Support : La Briqueterie / CDCN du Val-de-Marne - Pôle 
Culturel d’Alfortville -  Centre National de la Danse - FLOW / Centre 
Eurorégional des Cultures Urbaines (Lille) - Studios Dyptik (St-Etienne) -  
Cirque Shems’y, Salé (Maroc)

“…NÄSS is a celebration. This is men in unity, exploring their 
weaknesses and strengths and supporting one another; a world 
apart from stereotypical machismo.
From simmering aggression to despair, the rhythms and movements 
of NÄSS connect us all at an instinctive human level. It is a remarkable 
and universal piece in which everyone can find his or her place. “
Vanessa Mudd, The Culture Vulture, theculturevulture.co.uk

“With Näss, choreographer Fouad Boussouf skilfully blends urban 
and contemporary dance styles: it’s a meeting between different 
times, different cultures – between the earthly and the spiritual.” 
Sophie Ammann, Springback Magazine 

“Fouad Boussouf gives us 45 minutes of energising dance that 
urges us to find stories in the swarm. As we journey with them from 
isolation to friendship, from troubled existence to joy, the dancers of 
Company Massala hold us mesmerised in the palm of their hands.”  
Kelly Apter, Springback Magazine 

Teaser : www.massala.fr/nass-teaser/
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TRANSE - 2013
"My entire childhood was cradled by the great classics of Arabic music, from the Maghreb to the Middle 
East, Oum Kalsoum, Farid El-Atrache, etc. Tinged with nostalgia, this music takes me back to a state of mind 
constructed from memories as sweet as they are innocent, contrasting completely with my adolescence lived 
to the rhythm of hip-hop dance and music. Today, thanks to my choreography, I want to re-explore this double 
culture, a legacy simultaneously societal, linguistic and musical. 

Recited on stage in Arabic, Mahmoud Darwich’s poetry reverberates as words in revolt juxtaposed with the 
chatter of movement. The music, repetitive and hypnotic, lures the dancers towards body states pushed 
to extremes – frozen in place, or struggling vigorously in a mad desire to defy the world, swinging from 
uncontrolled trance to a feeling of exaltation."

Fouad Boussouf

2014-2015
Parvis des Fiz / Passy • Festival Karavel / Pôle Pik, Bron • Festival 
Prisma Danza / Panama • Le Hangar / Chalette-sur-Loing • Espace 
Culturel du Kremlin Bicêtre • Pôle Culturel d’Alfortville • Festival 
Groove N’Move / Genève, Swiss • Le Prisme / Élancourt • Le Nickel 
/ Rambouillet

2015-2016
Le Rive Gauche / Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray • Festival de Danse 
Contemporaine de Ramallah / Palestine • Agora / Bonneville

2016-2017
La Renaissance / Mondeville • Esplanade du Lac / Divonne-les-Bains
La Barcarolle / Arques • Mucem / Marseille

2017-2018
Espace Culturel Boris Vian / Les Ulis • Salle du Lignon / Vernier, Swiss 
• Théâtre de Morteau / Morteau

"For the young artist, it is time ‘to make the two 
shores of the Mediterranean dance together, 
through electronic and instrumental music, Arabo-
Andalusian rhythms and break beats’"
JEUNE AFRIQUE - Cédric Chaory

"The wind of change over the Arab World today has 
inspired Fouad Boussouf’s new production."
LE COURRIER DE L’ATLAS - 
Yann Barte and Fadwa Miadi

Coproduction : CCN de La Rochelle et du Poitou-Charentes - 
Fontenay-en-Scènes/Fontenay-sous-Bois

Financial support : Conseil départemental du Val-de-Marne - 
Conseil départemental de l’Essonne - ADAMI - Région Ile-de-France

Support / Residencies  : La Briqueterie / CDC du Val-de-Marne 
- Théâtre Jean Vilar de Vitry-sur-Seine - Pôle Culturel d’Alfortville - 
Théâtre de Longjumeau

Teaser : www.massala.fr/transe-teaser/

2013-2014
Festival Les Vagamondes | La Filature / Mulhouse • MPAA Saint-
Germain / Paris • Festival CA(chan)DANSE | Théâtre Jacques 
Carat / Cachan • Centre Culturel Aragon Triolet / Orly • Journée 
Internationale de la Danse / UNESCO, Paris • Salle Jacques Brel 
/ Fontenay-sous-Bois • Journée Internationale de l’Afrique / 
Sharm-el-Sheikh, Egypt • Festival Hip Hop Tanz / Aubervilliers
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16-20/09/20  Dansens Hus, Stockholm, Sweden (tbc)
Le Rebond de la Biennale de Lyon
  26/09/20  La Mouche à Saint-Genis-Laval
  29/09/20  Théâtre du Parc, Andrézieux-Bouthéon
  2-3/10/20  Comédie de Clermont-Ferrand
20/11/20  Festival Kalypso, La MAC de Créteil
24/11/20  Espace Culturel André Malraux, Kremlin-Bicêtre
26/11/20  Théâtre Molière, Scène nationale de Sète, Archipel de Thau
11-12/12/20  Palais de la porte dorée, 
   Musée national de l’histoire de l’immigration, Paris
5-6/01/21  Théâtre de Saint Quentin en Yvelines, scène nationale
January-March 2021 Théâtre du Fil de l’eau, Pantin (tbc)
12/01/21  TPE Paul Eluard, Bezons
13-14/01/21  Théâtre Firmin Gémier, La Piscine, Châtenay-Malabry (tbc)
15/01/21  Espace Culturel de la Hague
6/02/21  The Ryley Theatre, NSCD, Leeds, UK
26/03/21  Espace Sarah Bernhardt, Goussainville (tbc)
30/03/21  Théâtre de Saint Maur, Biennale de danse du Val-de-Marne
1/04/21  Théâtre municipal de Chambly, 
  Festival le Grand Bain & le Gymnase CDCN de Roubaix
16/04/21  Théâtre Jean Arp, Clamart (tbc)
Spring 2021  National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts Weiwuying, Taiwan (tbc)
18-22/05/21  West Kowloon Cultural District, Hong KongTo
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22-26 Oct 2018  La Briqueterie / CDCN du Val-de-Marne
03-08 Dec 2018  La Briqueterie / CDCN du Val-de-Marne
03-08 Jan 2019  CND, National Dance Center, Paris
22-26 Avril 2019  Les Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers
16-28 June 2019  Institut Français de Meknès, Morocco
7-11 Oct 2019  POC d’Alfortville
28 Oct - 01 Nov 2019  CCN de Créteil et du Val-de-Marne
11-14 & 25-28 Nov 2019  POC d’Alfortville
02-11 Dec 2019  La Briqueterie / CDCN du Val-de-Marne
10 Dec 2019 Sneak preview, 
    La Briqueterie / CDCN du Val-de-Marne 
6-17 Jan 2020  Staatstheater Darmstadt, Germany
27-31 Jan 2020  Pôle Sud - CDCN de Strasbourg
10-20 Feb 2020  POC d’Alfortville
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Vitry-sur-Seine
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22/02/20  CDCN Les Hivernales (premiere)
27-28/02/20  POC Alfortville 
3-4/03/20  Pôle Sud – CDCN Strasbourg 
6/03/20  Fontenay-en-Scènes, Fontenay-sous-bois
28-29/03/20  Staatstheater Darmstadt, Germany (postponed)
28-29/04/20  La Rose des Vents, scène nationale de Lille
  (possibly cancelled)
17-19/06/20  La Rose des Vents, scène nationale de Lille 
  (new dates TBC)
11/07/20  Teatro Rossini, Civitanova Marche, 
  Festival Civitanova Danza, Italy (tbc)


